Monday, August 15
- 11:00am - 12:00pm AIME English Reading your Instructor's prompt Politano - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 12:00pm - 1:00pm AIME English Active Reading Strategies DiGiovanni - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 1:00pm - 2:00pm AIME math Utilizing the Success Center M Hugen
- 5:00pm - 6:00pm AIME math Problem Solving 1 M Lopez - Rodriguez, Michelle R.

Tuesday, August 16
- 10:00am - 11:00am AIME English Finding the Main Idea/Textbook E Loya - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 11:00am - 12:00pm AIME Math Utilizing the Success Center L Ortiz
- 4:00pm - 5:00pm AIME math Utilizing the Success Center M Lopez
- 6:00pm - 7:00pm AIME math Problem Solving 1 M Lopez - Rodriguez, Michelle R.

Wednesday, August 17
- 11:00am - 12:00pm AIME English Active Reading Strategies S DiGiovanni - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 12:00pm - 1:00pm AIME English Reading Your Instructor's Prompt Politano - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 2:00pm - 3:00pm AIME Math Problem Solving 1 M Clarke - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 4:00pm - 5:00pm AIME math Utilizing the Success Center M Clarke

Thursday, August 18
- 11:00am - 12:00pm AIME math Problem Solving 1 L Ortiz - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 1:30pm - 2:30pm AIME math Problem Solving 1 M Hugen - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 6:00pm - 7:00pm AIME English Reading your Instructor's Prompt C Winiarski - Rodriguez, Michelle R.

Friday, August 19
- 11:00am - 12:00pm AIME English Finding the Main Idea/Textbook E Loya - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 12:00pm - 1:00pm AIME math Utilizing the Success Center I Elgindi - Rodriguez, Michelle R.

Saturday, August 20
- 11:30am - 12:30pm AIME English Active Reading Strategies E Lo - Rodriguez, Michelle R.
- 12:30pm - 1:30pm AIME math Problem Solving 1 I Elgindi - Rodriguez, Michelle R.

Sunday, August 21